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Data and Scenarios 



Local Data

- Randolph county - 11% positive cases
- School A - Mask Mandate - 0% quarantine

- School B - Mask Optional - 277 students/staff 
in quarantine



As of August 25th, School Current Quarantine Data



Impact made on the our Schools
- Short on substitutes - Teachers and Assistants have 

been moved around - Schools have been amazing to 
fill in the pieces; however, this is not 
sustainable
- HS - this week needed 20 subs to support; however, only 12 were 

able to come in 
- MS - Monday:  We had 10 teachers out, 8 were COVID or symptom related.  We had four subs and did coverage for 

the remaining 6. - Tuesday:  We had 6 teachers out, 5 were COVID or symptom related.  We had 3 subs and did 
coverage for the remaining 3. - Wednesday:  We have 8 teachers out, 5 are COVID or symptom related.  We have 7 
subs(hallelujah) and coverage for only one!  - Thursday:  As of right now, we will have 7 out, 5 are COVID related.  We 
have 4 subs at this time but are hunting for more.  

- ES - needed 9 overall; however, have pulled TAs and long-term 
subs for support in multiple classrooms



Impact made on the Schools Cont.
- Additional testing with negative results
- Admin making multiple calls and time spent contract 

tracing - resulting in the inability to monitor 
instruction and build relationships with students

- As one group of children return, another is going 
out and may result in the same children being 
exposed over and over again - resulting in the loss 
of instructional time



What the ToolKit Says….
Currently, the toolkit notes the following 
definition:

- Exposure:  Being in close contact with a case is 
defined as being physically exposed within 6 feet 
of another person for 15 minutes cumulatively or 
longer, with a 24-hour period with or without a 
cloth face covering.  
- Example:  5 mins in at arrival, 5 minutes at lunch, and 5 

minutes at dismissal. This is why we have several 
elementary classroom currently in quarantine.  



Exceptions to Face Coverings are People who:
 

Should not wear a face covering due to any medical or behavioral condition or disability 
(including, but not limited to, any person who has trouble breathing, or is unconscious or 
incapacitated, or is otherwise unable to put on or remove the face covering without assistance)

- Students with Special Needs
- Documented Asmatic students 



What this Looks like now:
- Because we are mask-optional, we are finding that 

our positive cases are from students being exposed 
in the classroom or large group setting.  Since 
some students are wearing masks and some are not, 
this means that our admin and their team have to 
investigate all “close contacts” and ask if they 
were vaccinated; had COVID in the last 3 months; or 
if they both students were masked or not - if not, 
then both must quarantine.



- Began with Optional Masking
 - numbers began to climb

- Mandated masks on the bus (state mandated) 
- numbers of “exposures” decreased

- Asked families to assist in masking 
- saw more masking but did not slow the spread in all 

schools

Steps Taken to Date and Results:



What it could look like 
if we Mask:

Classroom Scenarios



Daily routine - Student A - elementary
- Student A comes in, goes to class - no mask
- Student A takes seat and prepares for lesson - mask 

(will have mask breaks)
- Student A transitions to recess (example) - no mask
- Student A transitions to Specials:  Art (mask), PE 

(no mask)
- Student A transitions back to class - no mask
- Student A takes seat and prepares for lesson - mask 

(will have mask breaks)
- Student A transitions to lunch - no mask
- Student A transitions back to a lesson - mask

Teacher A does not require a mask when they are providing instruction as long as they are 6-feet 
away from students



Daily routine - Student B - Middle/High
- Student B comes in, goes to class - no mask
- Student B takes seat and prepares for lesson - mask
- Student B moves during class change - no mask 
- Student B transitions to Dance/PE(example) - no mask 

unless seated receiving instruction/directions for 15 
minutes

- Student B moves during class change - no mask
- Student B is seated back in class - mask
- Student B transitions to lunch - no mask
- Student B participates in athletic game/practice after 

school - no mask

Teacher B does not require a mask when they are providing instruction as long as they are 6-feet away 
from students



Virtual Option?
- Attendance and assignments will be monitored and 

adjusted; however, instruction will not come from A 
UCA classroom teacher - will be an online platform  

- Case by Case and month by month
- we will not provide packets due to not wearing mask - 

only for those in quarantine



Questions?


